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Alsrnacr

Crystals of CePOa containing thorium and calcium and having the monazite structure

have been synthesized by a fusion method in order to examine physical property changes

related to variation in content of these cations. Goniometrical study sholvs that the

principal habit-controlling forms in synthetic CePOq are r{TOt}, *lttOl, and e1011};

also present are a { oto }, n I tzol, t, lztol, " {oztl, ana r { t t t } .
The presence of thorium and calcium diadochically substituting for cerium in the

structure induces marked changes in crystal habit. Twinning.on r1001f appears and is

common. The previously-unreported formsi[313] and Yl412f are recognized, as are the

rarc xl2lzl and 7{O+t | . The proportions of three distinct habit types recognized in the

thorium- and calcium-bearing crystals vary .vl'ith the amount of thorium present. Twins

on, { oot } are plentiful among crystals of low thorium content but are rare in samples con-

taining the maximum amount of thorium (13.8 weight per cent ThO); platey crystals,

tabular on * | I01 f, predominate among crystals of high thorium content'

From consideration of the efiects upon axial ratio of other rare earth cations in the

monazite structure, it is concluded that systematic morphological changes in natural

monazite which might be expected as a consequence of differing thorium content could

easily be masked by variations in proportions of rare earths.

hcrnorucrrow

As part of an investigation of synthetic monazite, a stud-v was made of

the morphology of a series of cerium phosphate crystals containing

thorium and calcium and having the monazite structure. The principal

purposes of the over-all study were to examine the thorium-calcium

charge compensation mechanism proposed for some natural monazites
(Bowie and Horne, 1953; Frondel, 1958), and to determine the extent of

changes in certain physical properties that might accompany variation

in thorium content' The present paper deals onl)r with observations made

on the crystal morphology; other aspects of the work wil l be presented in

another paper.
In order to isolate the physical-property changes resuiting from the

diadochic substitution of thorium and calcium in the trivalent cation

site in the monazite structure and to minimize perturbative influences of

other rare earth cations, the crystals were grown from cerium salts

having very low content of rare earths other than cerium. Vacuum r-ray

fluorescence analysis failed to reveal the presence of other rare earths,

and, since ail syntheses were made from the same stock rare earth salt'

proportions of any trace quantities would be constant' Synthesis was

achieved through a modification of the fusion method of Ouvrard (1888).

t42l
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Precipitated ceric oxide fused with KHzPOa in platinum at about
1000" C. for several days ;-ielded crl.stals of size and quality suitable for
morphological measurement. Thorium and calcium were introduced into
the structure by mixing their f ine precipitated oxides with the ceric
oxide in the fusion. Crystal growth proceeds slowly, and runs of several
days. duration yielded some crystals nearly one mill imeter in length.

The large observed variations of interfacial angles and axial ratios
(Table 1) of monazites of different compositions have siven rise to the

Teslr 1. Coulenrsox or Axral Rerros eNo Brra ANcr,ns
or Sour MoNazrrns, CePO+ aNn LaPOr

Material Worker Technique a:b:c p

CePOq
CePOr
Monazite

(Llallagua)

Turnerite
(Pardatsch)

Monazite
(Milholland's

Mil)
Monazite

(Ishikarvayama)

Monazite

Monazite
(La, Ce)POr

( L a : C e : 1 : 1 )

LaPOa

Anthony
Mooney
Parrish

Gliszczynski

Dana

Ueda

Miller; Dana,
DesCloixeaux
Trechmann
Anthony

Mooney

Morpho logy  0 .9630:1 :0 .9185
Powder Method 0.9657 : 1 :0.9200
Weissenberg 0.9660:l :0.9167

X-ray(un-  0 .9698:1 :0 .9231
specified)

Morphology 0.96933:1:0 92558

Rotation- 0.9685:1:0.9227
Oscillation

Morphology 0.9740:1i0.9227

Morphology 0.9584:l :0.9217
Morpho logy  09573:1 :0 .9170

Powder Method O.9773 :1:0.9191

103"32',
103038'
103010,

103"38'

103"40',

103"38'

703"46',

702"42',
103036'

103"34'

reasonable inference that these variations are related to compositional
differences (Dana's System of Mineralogy,6th ed.). The series of syn-
thetic cerium phosphate cr,v-stals of known thorium, calcium, and rare
earth content should offer a controlled situation for testing this inference
with respect to thorium content. However, single crystals examined from
the different runs of crystals containing thorium and calcium proved
unsuited bv face qualitv or habit to careful goniometry and calculated
axial ratios were not sufficiently precise for comparisons to be meaning-
ful.

Because of the constancy of rare earth content, variation in the
identitv, number, and relative size of the crystallographic forms bound-
ing the cr\.stals-here called the crystal habit-should reflect changes in
thorium and caicium content. No significant changes in habit of CepOa
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crystals grown at a number of temperatures within the range from 970o
to 1050' C. were observed, so that, within the range of temperatures
employed, temperature variation was not demonstrated to influence
crystal habit. Suffrcient familiarity with the variety of crystal habits in
the difierent runs was gained by measurement of excellent CePO+
crystals and selected better-quality crystals of the thorium-calcium
runs to make possible recognition of significant crystal habits.

Reference was made to the extensive collection of i l lustrations of
monazites in Goldschmidt's (1920) Atlos der Krystallformen Ior comparr-
son of forms and habits of the mineral with those of the synthetic crvstals.
Minor forms identif ied during detailed measurement of these crvstals are
probably also present on many of those not measured; it was not thought
necessarv to report their presence, however, since l itt le useful data would
probably be gained from knowiedge of their presence or absence.

The orientation of the crystals studied is in agreement with the struc-
ture cell (Gliszczynski, 1939; Parrish, 1939) and was confirmed b-u-
Weissenberg and precession photographs.

Monpnorocrr oF RARE Eanrn Pnosprutos

Unlike the mineral, on which a[100] predominates to the extent that
crystals are verv commonly tabular on it, CePOa exhibits a dominant
habit controlled b.v the large development of xl101f . Figures 1c and 2
il lustrate the t1'pical development of the majorit l '  of these crystais.
The a face, so important on natural crystals, is usually small or absent;
ml t I } l  and e{011} are the other  pr inc ipal ,  habi t -contro l l ing forms.
These three forms are almost invariably present although m and e are
usuall l '  of smaller development than r. Other forms identif ied, usually-
small and of l i tt le consequence in controll ing habit, are: b{010} , nll2}l ,
l l2 l0 l  ,  w!10211,  and r {111} .  Table 2 l is ts  the samples examined and the
forms recognized. Table 3 presents the crystaliographic elements cal-
culated from measurements on a crystal having faces which gave excel-
Ient goniometrical signals.

Examination of the 119 drawings of monazite crystals in the Atlas
der Krystallf ormen fatled to reveal crystal habits similar to those of the
CePO+ grown in this study. As mentioned, this difference in habit reflects
the smal l  importance of  o{100} and the absence of  z , {111f  on CePOa.
Parker (1937), in his statisticai anaiysis of the persistence of forms on
monazite, found that o[100] has the unusually high Niggli persistence
number of  97,  and that , r {111}  is  a lso verv important  wi th a pers is tence
number oI 81.5. m, r, and e, important on CePO+, are the next three
most abundant forms on the mineral having, respectively, persistence
numbers of 75.5, 72.5, and 65.5. This consistent fundamental difference
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^[as].o 2. Fonlt ANer,vsrs or SvNturrrc Moxezrtr Cnvsrals

Sample Number Per Ce
Wt. Important Formsl Comments on

Habit and

ThOz m{110}  e {0111 x {101J  j {313}  Other  Hab i t  Rat ios

CePOr (hydro-
thermally Equant;'(3";2

grown)  0  L  L  L  b l010 lM notw ins

CePOr  ( fus ion  b [010]M,  r {111}S '  "3"  on lv ;  no  tw ins

g r o w n )  0  L - M  L  L  n { 1 2 0 } S ' 1 1 2 1 0 1 S ,
a { 1 0 0 } M '  p [ 1 3 0 ] S ,
u l 0 2 1 j

p_153 24O M L  L  M , ,1 , , ) , ,2 , , (approx .

2 : 1 )

P-123 3 99 M-S L (L) M "1">>"2"

P - 1 3 1  4 . 2 8  M S  L  ( L )  M  " 1 " > > " 2 "

P - 1 3 6  4 . 5 8  M S  L  ( L )  M  " 1 " > > " 3 "

P-124 4  6s  M-S L  (L )  M "y {011I  "1">>"3"
P-126 5  .0s  M-s  L  (L )  M "1"  >>"2>"3"

P-r2r s 62 M-S L (L) M V{412\ "1">>"2"
P-13s  8  33  M-S (L)  L  (M)  r {212}

P-!32 8 ss (M-S) (L-M) L (M)

P-114 12 . .53  (M-S)  (L ) -S  L  (M)  I /2 "> t '3 i " t r "  ra rc

P-134 13 80 (M S) (L)-S L (M)

P - 1 6 0  0  M  M S  L  d l 5 0 1 l  " 3 " ; n o t t r i n s
( L a :  C e : 1 : 1 )

I Use of parentleses about letter indicating importance of face L:large, M :medium, S:small-indi-

cates that the form enclosed is on the less-abundant habit type,
2 See text for explanation of habit type symbols.

in habit is also seen in crystals of CePO+ grown hvdrothermally
(Anthony, 1957). The common equant habit of crystals of this mode of

growth is superficially similar to several crystals illustrated b.v Gold-

schmidt. The forms controil ing the habit of hydrothermally grown

CePO+ are, howevet, N, nx, and e.

T,q,sl,r 3. Cnvsrar,r-ocnePHrc CONSTANTS FRoM MnasuprltnNrs ox CePOI

Monoclinic ; prismatic-2 / m
a ib ic :0  .9630 i  1  :0 .9185
po: Q6: ro:0 .9539 : 0.8930: 1

p o ' 0 . 9 8 1 1 ;  q s ' 0 . 9 1 8 5
p 76"28';  B 103o32'; xot 0.2407

RhoPhiForms

b 010
a 100
n 120
m  1 1 0
I 210
e  0 1 1
x I01

0000'

90 00
28 06
46 53
64 55
r4 41

-90 00

90'00'
90 00
90 00
90 00
90 00
4 J  J I

J O  J I
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Crystals of Ianthanum phosphate were grown by the flux-fusion method
but in all cases proved to be inferior in face quality and a study of their
forms could not be made. The crystals are kite-shaped, apparently by
extension on r{101}, and display subhedral development with, com-
monly, inferior curved crl.stal surfaces. Better cr.vstals were obtained
with runs containing both cerium and lanthanum. These crystals tend to
be more equant in habit than either CePOa or LaPO+, but display the

Taer,n 4. Cnvsralr,ocn.q.pnrc CoNsrexrs rtolr MB,tsunrunxts
on (La,Ce)POr,  wrru La:Ce:1:1 (Saurr . r  P-160)

Monoclinic ; prismatic-2 f m
a : b  i c  : 0 . 9 5 7  3  : 1  :  0 .  9 1 7 0
p o :  Q o :  1 6 : 0 . 9 5 7 9 : 0 . 8 9 1 3  :  1

po '  0 .9856;  qs '  0 .9170
p 76"24';  B 103036'; xo' 0.2420

m  1 1 0
e  0 1 1
x T01
o 301

47"04',
14 47

-90 00
-90 00

90000'
43 29
36 38
69 47

same important  forms,  i .e .  e{011\ ,  ml l l \ l ,  and r {101}  (F ig.  1b) .  The
rare o1301| was observed on one crystal from sample P-160, the elements
of which are presented in Table 4.

Monpnolocy oF CRysTALS CoNTATNTNG
Tnonrulr AND CALCTuM

Introduction of thorium and calcium into the structure of CePOa
induces a crystal habit change observed in all runs made. Principally,
this change consists of the appearance of a twin on c{001}, and the
development of forms not recognized on the thorium-free material.
Twinning on c{001} of the mineral is reported as being rare in Dana's
System of Mineralogy, 7tt. edition, and is not mentioned in the 6th
edition. Since the only known compositionaL difference between these
twinned crystals and the rare earth phosphate crystals previously de-
scribed is the presence of thorium and calcium, the twinning must be
induced by their presence in the monazite structure.l Sample P-121,
selected for measurement to illustrate the characteristic habit of thorium-
bearing crystals is shown in Figs. 1a and 3. There is a general similarity to

I Although temperatures of growth were different for individual runs, as previous\'
noted, ranging from a high of 10500 C. to a low of 970*ca. 10o, there is no systematic
relationship betrveen thorium content and temperatures at which growth took place, so
that temperature is not believed to be a factor in governing the crystal habits present.
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Frc. 1. Aronometric and orthographic drawings of synthetic monazite crystals. (A)

Sample P-121, containing 5.62 weight per cent ThO:; the a crystallographic axis is polar;

twin plane is r | 001 I . (B) Sample P-160, non-thorium-bearing with Ce: La: 1 : 1. (C) CePOn,
non-thorium-bearing. (D) Sample P-114, containing 12.53 weight per cent ThO2.
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natural monazites elongated by development of 01Tttf , as i l lustrated, in
the Atlas d,er Kr y s tallJ ormen, Figs. 60, 62, 63, g l, 1 1 6, and 1 1 7. Elongation
of the synthetic twinned crystals is, in contrast, always by extension of
e { 01 1 } . Measurement of these crystals f or purposes of calculating
crystallographic elements is interfered with by the fact that faces in the
terminal reentrants are almost invariably curved or are composites of a
myriad of vicinal forms. The particular crystal illustrated was one which
provided sufficiently good-quality signals of faces within the reentrant
to permit indexing. The previously unreported form [313], designated

Frc. 3. Twinned slmthetic monazite

Frc-. 2. cepo+ crystar viewed (t 
9^"*. Tffitit,;"JiilV ri;i' 

"Ij"-#,"X"',.'T,l[oto], ana (B) parallel toc.x70. i,t""i l ; of e1011 f; a potar (A) x63;
(B) x80.

'J," proved to be the important terminal form. This form was not con-
firmed b)' measurement of good faces on any other crystal, but the
general similarity of slope of the reentrant and the position of relatively
poor signals suggest thatj{313} or closely all ied tautozonal forms are
involved. Y l+12]1, also previously unreported, was noted on sample
P-121. The rare ^l2l2l was identif ied on a twinned crystal of sample
P-135,  and .y{041} or 'P-L24.

Examination of the thorium-containing series of synthetic crvstals
revealed that three habits predominate:

1. Crystals twinned on c{OOf} and elongated on e{Oft}, having a square-appearing cross
section (Fig. 1a);2 thin, rhombic-shaped crystals, tabular on r{TOf l, with small bounding
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faces of a or m, or both (Fig. 1d); and 3. a thick but somewhat tabular habit controlled by

extension of r I T01 | , with moderate development of e and m, together with minor develop-

m e n t o f b l 0 l 0 l , p { t r o } ,  n { t z o l , t { 2 l o l ,  r { o + t } , a n d r { l t 1 }  ( F i g . l c ) . F o r c o n v e n i e n c e

of reference in the follorving discussion, these habits rn'ill be designated"l," "2," and"3,"

respectively.

Study of all analyzed samples revealed a distinct trend in the pro-
portions of these habits with changing content of thorium and calcium in

the rare earth structural site. This trend is depicted in Fig. 4. No statisti-

. - --- i " t t"_, . , -3I

8 9 1 0

o

;'"

W e i g h i  P e r c e n t  T h 0 2

Fro. 4. Trends of habit variation with changes in thorium content

of synthetic monazite crystals.

cal counts were made to obtain quantitative data; the diagram, in which

the siopes have no quantitative significance, serves only to illustrate

the trend. All the thorium-bearing runs show the presence of twinned

crystals of habit "1." The quantity of crystals of this habit relative to the

other habits present increases initiaily as the thorium content increases.

The predominant additional habit in those samples having relatively'low

thorium content is that of "2," so that the ratio "I) ' ' t t2" increases with

increasing thorium content. This ratio is greater than unity even in the

crystals of lowest thorium content.
There is an abrupt reversal of this ratio when the thorium content

exceeds the range of about 5 weight per cent thorium expressed as

ThOz. In cr1'stals containing slightly more than about 5 weight per cent
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ThOr, habits "1" and "2" are about equal in quantit l-, but habit "3"
appears and is more abundant than habits "1" artd "2" combined. With
increasing thorium content habit "1" becomes less abundant unti l
twinned crystals are rare in samples having the highest thorium content.
Table 2 presents the data on which these observations are based. An
interesting but unexplained point in this connection is the presence of a
hiatus at about. that thorium content immediately below which there is a
pronounced clustering of samples having similar thorium contents
(between about 4 and 6 per cent ThOz). A maximum for the habit ratio
t(l ') '  ((2" exists in this range of thorium content. Crystals containing more
thorium show an abrupt change in the habit ratio with habit "2,"
init ially less abundant than habit "3," becoming more plentiful unti l
crvstals having the highest thorium content consist largeiy of habit "2."
The quantity of crystals of habit "1," relatively low on the high-thorium
side of the hiatus, becomes smaller with increasing thorium content until
they are rare in the sample having the highest thorium content.

INlruBNcB or R.q.nB E.qnrn CerroNs
oN MoRPHoLoG}-

To anticipate the nature and magnitude of crystallographic changes
which might be attendant upon variation of rare earth content in syn-
thetic monazites, caiculations were made using data derived b). Mooney
(1948) from four rare earth phosphates having the monazite structure.
These data, obtained by the powder method on rare earth phosphates
precipitated from aqueous solutions, are reproduced in Table 5 together
with axial ratios and calculated values of the angle m,\m"' derived
from them.

Figure 5 is a plot of cell size variation against the trivalent radii
of the rare earth cations (Ahrens, 1952) of the four phosphates. The
general parallelism of slopes of the three curves indicates that the unit
cell expansion due to increase in cation size is fairly uniform in the three
axial directions. If the reversals in beta are real, there could not be a
regular systematic change of interfacial angles in this series because of

Talr,r 5. UNrr Cnr,r, Paneuemns ol Foun R,q,nr Eearn Pnoslnerns,l
Axrar, Rauos, ,cNn C.{Lcur,.{rno Vlr-urs ol m/\m"'

XPOr Axial Ratio mAm"'

LaPOn 6  89+ 08  7 .051.02
CePOr 6 76 7.00
P r P o l  6 7 5  6 9 4
NdPOr  6  71  6 .92

t 0 J o 3 4 ' r  l 5 /  0  q 7 7 J : 1 : 0 . 9 t o t

103 '38 /  0  9657:1 :0 .9200
l 0 3 o 2 l t  O . 9 i 2 6 : 1 : 0  9 2 2 2
lo3a28 '  0  9697:1 :0 .9191

6 481.O2
6 . 4 4
6 . 4 0
6 . 3 6

81"041

86022'

86640'

86038',

I Data from Mooney (1948).
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Rore  Eor lh  Co l ions

Frc. 5. Unit celi parameters of Mooney (1948) plotted against
ionic radii of four trivalent rare earth cations.

the marked influence of beta on them. This effect is i l lustrated in Fig. 6
in which mAm"' is plotted against the same ionic radii.

Recent detailed work on Malayan alluvial monazites supports the
supposition that the influence on crystallographic parameters due to
variation in proportions of rare earths in natural monazites would
probabll '  mask morphological parametral changes which might other-
wise reflect differences in thorium content. Flinter and coworkers (1963)
were not able to detect systematic relationships between physical
properties and thorium content, but did demonstrate expansion of cer-
tain interplanar spacings related to increase in the ratio of the large
Ianthanum ion to the sum of several small cations, specifically, La:
(Sm*Gd*U*Y) .

This work is based on a portion of a Ph.D. thesis presented to Harvard
University; a paper on other aspects of the study is in preparation. I

7.1

5 ?

6.5

@

4

o

E

E

6. Calculated interfacial angle mAm"'plotted against
ionic radii of four trivalent rare earth cations.

Frc.
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